CAUTION

付属のStereo Connection CordはEXPRESSION専用です。接続の際は必ず外部機器の電源をOFFにして行って下さい。

The Stereo Connection Cord for accessory equipment is exclusively used for EXPRESSION. Make sure that the power of related Sound equipment is turned off before connecting this cord.
- DIMENSIONS: 87(W) x 58.5-91.5(H) x 200(D)mm
- WEIGHT: 460g
- PEDAL ANGLE: 3°-19°
- ACCESSORY: STEREO CONNECTION CORD
  (Only Use for EXPRESSION)

- VOLUME PEDAL: INPUT1-OUTPUT1
  MINIMUM VOLUME 0-50%
- EXPRESSION PEDAL: OUTPUT 2
  STEREO CONNECTION CORD